All Cultural Preservation activities have been canceled until further notice.

Thank You
Carol Butler
Cultural Preservation Director

 Cloth Mask Distribution
In an effort to keep our citizens safe and healthy, the Absentee Shawnee Tribe and AST Emergency Management have procured reusable, cloth masks to supply to every Tribal member (within boundaries and at-large). Distribution will begin on June 2nd and can be accomplished in three ways: Pick up on June 2nd between 10am – 12pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the checkpoint located at the main entrance of the administrative complex in Shawnee. By hand-delivery, or By mail. If you choose to have your mask hand-delivered or mailed, please contact Chad Larman at 405-275-4030 ext. 5391 to make arrangements.

Unofficial Election Results

Absentee Shawnee War Chief Bucky Little Charley November 19, 1951 – June 5, 2020

Bucky Little Charley, 68, of Norman, Oklahoma passed away Friday, June 5, 2020 after a long battle with kidney disease and heart failure.

Bucky was born on November 19, 1951 to Howard and Lola (Little Axe) Little Charley in Norman, Oklahoma. He worked for the City of Norman in the Sewer Line Maintenance Department for 30 years before retiring; and also worked for the Absentee Shawnee Tribe for 7 years in Maintenance before retiring. He loved softball and coached little league for many years. He loved watching OU Football, softball, watching westerns, Ellen, and the Voice. He was very traditional in his Absentee Shawnee culture, and was the War Chief of the tribe. He loved his wife, his daughters, and grandchildren. He knew no strangers, everyone that met him was his friend, and his smile would brighten the room.

The Little Charley family wishes to say Thank you for all the kind words and support!
Governor’s REPORT

JOHN JOHNSON
AST Governor

Greetings Tribal members, I hope everyone is well. We have been faced with a lot. The COVID-19 pandemic is currently going on is scary, stressful and, at times, depressing. We have all been affected by this and will get through it one day at a time. We will just have to adjust to the new normal and stick together. Please continue to help each other and make sure our Elders and other people considered high-risk are safe.

A lot of tribal members are concerned with the distribution plan for the CARES funding that was received. Below is a brief update on what is being discussed and what has been approved. On June 12, 2020, a resolution was passed creating a General Welfare Relief fund. All tribal members 18 and over will receive $3000.00 in one distribution and $1500.00 for children 17 and under. All members must have been enrolled on or before June 1, 2020. The application was posted on the website (www.astribe.com) on June 15, 2020. Checks will be mailed out once all information is verified by the Enrollment office and Finance. A lot of questions have been asked regarding the Lillard property in Tecumseh. Yes, the property is being renovated. The goal of this renovation is to use the building as the Emergency Management office. This renovation will also provide storage space for personal protective equipment and house a food bank for all tribal members to access. I think this is a great plan and it will benefit all tribal members. I will keep you updated as we move forward.

Thank you,

Governor Johnson

REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT

Week: (405) 275-4600 Ext. 6239
Cell: (405) 287-5247
afletcher@astribe.com

Greetings Tribal Members:

Since my June 2020 business report was not printed in its entirety in the last AST Newspaper, I am submitting the same report with updates.

VITA Free Tax Service

The VITA Program for the preparation of 2019 taxes for tribal members, AST employees and community was very successful. The following is a summary of the final numbers covering this program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Returns Prepared</th>
<th>Tax Prep Savings to Clients</th>
<th>No. of Volunteers</th>
<th>Total Days Services Provided</th>
<th>Total Volunteer Hours Worked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>$15,756.00</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>247.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a worthy program provided to our tribal members, employees and community. We were only able to provide this service through the dedication of the volunteers who attending the training and showed up and performed the work. (Each volunteer had to pass the certification and test in order to work this program.) Without the volunteers going the extra mile, we would not have been able to provide this service. A special thank you goes out to the below listed volunteers.

Stella Little
Eileen Pearce
Jason Murdock
Genevieve Foster
Lisa Harrington
Greg Reading

Toni Donahoo
Jennifer Harman
Robert Stone
Tammy Perry
Jennifer Campbell
Atheda Fletcher

This program was held several years ago, but was dropped. It was successfully brought back for the 2018 tax year by Jennifer Harmon. I am pleased that this is the tribe’s second year to partner with the IRS to provide this free tax service. The tribe has demonstrated a high level of service and justification for continuing this partnership with the IRS. I am hopeful that this program can be continued and supported.

Cultural Preservation

The Cultural Preservation Department has continued to carry out essential day-to-day operations to ensure the department continues to function properly. Ms. Carol Butler, the Cultural Preservation Director, and Ms. Merry Rodriguez, the Gift Shop Manager, have been working on a plan to open the gift shop that will ensure safety and protect the health of all once the complex fully opnus to visitors.

The THPO program has continued working from home to make sure federal projects do not go un-reviewed. Ms. Devon Frazier, the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, continues to answer all emails from Federal Agencies concerning Section 106 projects. She also continues to take part in teleconference calls with different Federal Agencies. Ms. Ashley Brokeshoulder, the THPO Specialist, continues to review, research and send correspondences for Section 106 projects as it concerns the communication’s industry.

cont on page 3
The department in conjunction with the Grants Department has also been working diligently on a few grants. Ms. Butler provided all the necessary documents for the IMLS Basic Library grant, and the application was submitted in the early part of April. Also, Ms. Frazier and Ms. Butler provided all the necessary documents for the THPO grant, and the application was submitted at the end of April. Currently, Ms. Butler is working with the Grants Department on an ANA Language grant.

Ms. Butler and I delivered rations to the Linney Grounds for the Spring Bread Dance. I also attended the bread dance that weekend. The dance was well attended.

**Human Resources**

The Director, Elizabeth Snow, has been working with the Department of Public Safety, the Emergency Manager as well as the Health Systems to monitor the COVID-19 situation and the effects on our workforce. Mrs. Snow has been diligently planning and preparing to implement new safety protocols and policies for approval to ensure the safety of all personnel. The staff is continuing to keep up with the ever-changing safety guidelines for COVID-19 and researching additional assistance available for employees. The Human Resources Department has played an integral part in securing federal funding for our tribe during this critical time. The demand for data to support these federal fund requests is tremendous.

In addition to planning these new guidelines, the Director and staff have also continued to maintain the daily functions of the department. The staff recently completed the second quarter worker’s compensation audit with no findings. The staff is currently working with auditors to complete the annual 401K audit that started at the end of June. The staff continues to function at a high level to support department directors and Executive Committee Members with the ever changing employment, safety and leave guidelines during this time.

**Gaming Commission**

The Gaming Commission Executive Director, Titus Carter, has been working closely with TEC Operations and the NIGC to ensure the threat of COVID-19 is mitigated and abiding by the CDC and state health and safety recommendations. Mr. Carter has also been working to ensure that vendor and employee licensing has been processed in order to assist in the casino opening within the desired time frame. The Gaming Commission compliance officers have also been working hard to sign as many games into play in order to maximize TEC casino profitability.

As required by the NIGC, surveillance of the casinos must be continuously maintained; therefore, the Gaming Commission surveillance staff has continued to perform their work during the shutdown for the protection of the tribe’s property. All safety protocols are in place for the protection of all staff.

The Gaming Commissioners, Mr. James Stuart and Mr. Roy Larney, have continued to perform their duties throughout the shutdown. They ensured that the licensing process was not interrupted and continued to perform their regulatory oversight duties by giving guidance during Gaming Commission meetings and conference calls. Their dedication is greatly appreciated.

**Management Information Services**

Our IT team plays a central role in the operation of our tribal business. The IT team has continued to operate at a high level—keeping our remote staff and onsite staff productive in their day-to-day work. Mr. Travis O’Dell, MIS Director, has assembled a strong IT team. The IT team has expanded the technical capabilities of the tribal system, adding sophisticated virtual infrastructure for our Data Center, site-to-site replication of backups, and a multi-path network infrastructure for resilience. These improvements will allow our tribal technology infrastructure to expand and grow as we grow. Our tribe is fortunate to have this strong professional IT team.

Mr. O’Dell is making great strides in introducing new programs that will greatly benefit our tribal members and staff. The tribe’s systems and network security issues are a primary concern for our business; and the IT staff is maintaining a high level of security for the protection of our tribal business. Any security incident can potentially damage a tribe’s reputation and cost large sums of money.

The team is planning appropriately not just for our current needs but also for future growth. We are currently looking at tools that will provide a strong platform for communication with all tribal members regardless of where a tribal member resides. We are enhancing the tribe’s ability to better archive data and bring better efficiencies for the delivery of tribal member services. This is not a sprint, but a slow and steady run to achieve overall success and protection of our tribal assets.

**Youth Camp**

Work on Phase II of the Youth Camp has been halted due to the pandemic. Preliminary dirt work and layout for the entryway started just as the shutdown occurred. The trees have been cleared and all of the dirt work for the shower house and cabins has been completed. The trees have been cleared and the sewage lagoon has been completed for the shower house and cabins. The next steps will be to start the foundation for the cabins; complete the septic lines that will run to the sewage lagoon; complete the water lines that will go to the cabins and the shower house; and run the electric to the cabins and the shower house. After this step, the construction of the cabins and shower house will begin. Also, the parking lot and sidewalk area for the Dining Hall have been prepared and are ready to be paved once the state opens for all businesses to resume work.

**Closing**

A big “THANK YOU” to all of the dedicated staff for continuing their contribution to the management of services for our tribal members and the ongoing tribal business needs. I am extremely proud of my staff for which I have oversight. Their work has not falttered during the pandemic and they have demonstrated a strong dedication and commitment to the tribe by continuing to deliver work for and on behalf of our tribal business.

As usual, I like to end my report with a thought provoking quote. Stay safe!

**Quote:** No one saves us but ourselves. No one can and no one may. We, ourselves must walk the path.
The AST Health System had the distinct honor of hosting recently retired Rear Admiral Kevin Meeks, former OKC Area Director, and the current Area Director, Rear Admiral Travis Watts, and Dr. Gregory Woitte, Chief Medical Officer, OKC Area Office during a recent Emergency Operations Center (EOC) meeting. The Health Leadership Team, Health Boards, and Tribal Public Safety Team along with the Governor and Representative were lauded for their engagement of issues and responses to the COVID19 pandemic. Our Health System continues to partner with the AST Public Safety Office and AST Emergency Management Office to provide care for our communities in crisis from the COVID19 pandemic. The amazing staff of Title 6, along with help from the Health System employees, all united to assure that to date over 12,000 meals have been distributed to our Tribal Elders and other members on services with our programs. Our COVID19 Information Line has had hundreds of calls for questions from concerned members who were comforted and cared for and services quickly rendered as needed by the members. We never closed access to care, and have been open 7 days a week with reduced hours and configured into care teams to assure services continued urgent and acute care appointments within the emergency protocols issued by the CDC and the State of Oklahoma. However, crucial patient services and patient care during these trying times upon us all remained in track, and the pharmacy was busier than it ever has been! Please continue limited social contact, reduce exposure through unnecessary travel, accelerated personal hygiene, and remaining in good health as well as wearing a mask will greatly diminish the threats to our community. The Health System has been awarded multiple grants and other funding during this event for off-setting the operational costs and financial impacts of COVID19 upon our programs as well as receiving the SBA Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) for cover salaries of employees for the 8 week period in the pandemic response. This will greatly aid in diminishing the financial effects upon the health system, along with the additional funds from I.H.S. that completely covered COVID19 testing costs and related financial impacts. Assistance also from Health and Human Services greatly aided our programs as well. The emergency protective equipment (PPE) pushed from the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) was instrumental in sustained patient care services, and we appreciate the OKC Area Office for their aggressive advocacy in taking care of the needs of all the Tribes in Oklahoma! Continue to work hard on this national campaign with us to end the COVID-19 pandemic through information, best practices, safe actions, and overall safety for you and your family. While the tribe continues to do all it can to protect you and your family, it is also a shared sacrifice to also care for your own family, tribal community, and those whom depend upon you for resources, support, and assistance. Let’s continue to work together to overcome this invisible and deadly danger facing us all!

We are always thankful and very proud of our outstanding star performers, and thank them all for their contributions to our patients, their fellow employees, and the tribe, especially during an unprecedented 3 layered States of Emergency (tribal, State, and Federal)!

Employee Awards and awardees are listed below for recognition of outstanding efforts in the face of life and death during this deadly pandemic. The AST Health System always strives to make your health its top priority, and you all make a difference for our health system and the health and wellness of all of our patients!

**May Health Employee Awards of the Month**

Employee of the Month: LPN Joyce Gelino, AST Health System

Team of the Month: AST Health Security Team

Special Leadership Award: Robert Stone, Director of Rehabilitative Services

**June Health Employee Awards of the Month**

Employee of the Month: Carol Myers, RN, Shawnee Clinic Primary Care

Team of the Month: AST Health System Optometry Team

Special Leadership Award: Dr. Jeremy King and Mr. David James, Optometry Clinic

Mark E. Rogers, MAL, FACHE, CMPE, CHC

Executive Director
When you visit SSM St. Anthony’s Shawnee Hospital, you will be treated with the utmost care and respect. Among the highly qualified professionals, you will find Desirae Spoon, BSN, RN. “I chose nursing because I knew it would challenge me in every aspect of life: mentally, physically, emotionally, intellectually and spiritually. I am able to make a positive impact in the lives that I interact with. I chose the emergency department because with every shift, I am learning something new and I get to interact with people of all ages and backgrounds. Every day, there is a new challenge in the E.R. that allows me to grow as a nurse. I consider it a real privilege to be a nurse, caring for others,” Desirae explained.

Growing up in Shawnee, Tecumseh, Desirae attended East Central University in Ada, OK. Desirae’s first official job as an RN was as a public health nurse at the Absentee Shawnee Tribe Little Axe Health Center. “I first started working there in 2013 as a Patient Registration Clerk. I was so happy to get my foot in the door in the medical field. I applied for nursing school and was accepted that fall 2013 and began nursing classes that spring 2014. I was so grateful that my job was willing to work with me and my school schedule to allow me to still have an income and go to classes. That was a long drive from Shawnee/Tecumseh to Ada. I was thankful to be able to still have some income plus I was able to interact with experienced nurses and providers for any questions I had. From my last year of nursing school, I was moved from patient registration clerk to nurse intern with my dear friend Kristie McGuire in Public Health. Working with her and seeing what the job entailed made me want to become a public health nurse. After finishing school and getting my license in 2016, I stayed as a public health nurse but realized I was missing out on bedside nursing with more hands on skills that I hadn’t been able to experience. That is when I took the chance and applied at the ER dept. and”

Desirae was recognized on KFOR-TV news as one of the outstanding nurses by Vickie Jenkins – Writer/Photographer

CAREERS IN NURSING: SERVING THE FRONT LINE

The Absentee Shawnee Tribe has partnered with United For Oklahoma to educate Oklahomans on the critical role the tribes play in our state’s future.

For more information, visit UnitedForOklahoma.com

In light of this global pandemic, the Department of Veterans Affairs had tapped to provide emergency management response and disaster relief in times of crisis thru the Fourth Mission which is to Help All Americans in the COVID-19 Fight. The Department of Veterans Affairs thru coordination with the National American Indian Veterans (NAIV) is donating 867,000 KN95 Respirator Masks and 154,400 ARVATO (APPLE) Face Shields to 158 Tribes of American Native Indian across various states. The Absentee Shawnee Tribe wishes to thank Frank Ramirez, National Director for Governmental Affairs, NAIV and all who helped make this possible.
Symptoms:

- Loss of consciousness
- Confused, delirious behavior
- High body temperature (105°F or more)
- Pale or flush face
- Weakness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Dehydration:

- Nausea
- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Feeling lightheaded
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Dehydration occurs when you lose more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Heat Cramps (Mild Dehydration):

A good rule is to drink a half glass of water every 15 minutes for an hour if you experience this.

This happens when your body is losing trouble coping with heat. You can be very dangerous because you can get hurt by falling down.

- Always have a person with you when you exercise in the heat.
- Always bring water and a light snack.
- If you have health issues like diabetes or heart problems, wear a medical alert bracelet so other people can get medical help, and then get medical help.

Dehydration occurs when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Exhaustion (Mild Emergency):

This is a serious disorder that develops when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Stroke (Medical Emergency):

A person receives quick treatment, death could occur.

Symptoms:

- No sweating (or may be sweating profusely)
- High body temperature (105°F or more)
- Flushed skin
- Confused, delirious behavior
- Loss of consciousness

Heat Exhaustion (Mild Emergency):

This is a serious disorder that develops when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Stroke (Medical Emergency):

When heat stroke occurs the body’s heat regulating system breaks down under stress and severe exertion. Unless the person receives quick treatment, death could occur.

Symptoms:

- No sweating (or may be sweating profusely)
- High body temperature (105°F or more)
- Flushed skin
- Confused, delirious behavior
- Loss of consciousness

So Continue to exercise and do outdoor activities but just be aware Heat Stress because you may not realize any of these symptoms until it’s too late. Heat Stress can alter your coordination, lessens concentration, reduce strength and alertness, and make you very irritable. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re normal, so keep an eye out for that. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re best! Remember exercise is very important to keep a strong and healthy body.

Dehydration:

- Nausea
- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Feeling lightheaded
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Dehydration occurs when you lose more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Cramps (Mild Dehydration):

A good rule is to drink a half glass of water every 15 minutes for an hour if you experience this.

This happens when your body is losing trouble coping with heat. You can be very dangerous because you can get hurt by falling down.

- Always have a person with you when you exercise in the heat.
- Always bring water and a light snack.
- If you have health issues like diabetes or heart problems, wear a medical alert bracelet so other people can get medical help, and then get medical help.

Dehydration occurs when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Exhaustion (Mild Emergency):

This is a serious disorder that develops when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Stroke (Medical Emergency):

When heat stroke occurs the body’s heat regulating system breaks down under stress and severe exertion. Unless the person receives quick treatment, death could occur.

Symptoms:

- No sweating (or may be sweating profusely)
- High body temperature (105°F or more)
- Flushed skin
- Confused, delirious behavior
- Loss of consciousness

So Continue to exercise and do outdoor activities but just be aware Heat Stress because you may not realize any of these symptoms until it’s too late. Heat Stress can alter your coordination, lessens concentration, reduce strength and alertness, and make you very irritable. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re normal, so keep an eye out for that. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re best! Remember exercise is very important to keep a strong and healthy body.

Dehydration:

- Nausea
- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Feeling lightheaded
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Dehydration occurs when you lose more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Cramps (Mild Dehydration):

A good rule is to drink a half glass of water every 15 minutes for an hour if you experience this.

This happens when your body is losing trouble coping with heat. You can be very dangerous because you can get hurt by falling down.

- Always have a person with you when you exercise in the heat.
- Always bring water and a light snack.
- If you have health issues like diabetes or heart problems, wear a medical alert bracelet so other people can get medical help, and then get medical help.

Dehydration occurs when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Exhaustion (Mild Emergency):

This is a serious disorder that develops when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Stroke (Medical Emergency):

When heat stroke occurs the body’s heat regulating system breaks down under stress and severe exertion. Unless the person receives quick treatment, death could occur.

Symptoms:

- No sweating (or may be sweating profusely)
- High body temperature (105°F or more)
- Flushed skin
- Confused, delirious behavior
- Loss of consciousness

So Continue to exercise and do outdoor activities but just be aware Heat Stress because you may not realize any of these symptoms until it’s too late. Heat Stress can alter your coordination, lessens concentration, reduce strength and alertness, and make you very irritable. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re normal, so keep an eye out for that. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re best! Remember exercise is very important to keep a strong and healthy body.

Dehydration:

- Nausea
- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Feeling lightheaded
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Dehydration occurs when you lose more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Cramps (Mild Dehydration):

A good rule is to drink a half glass of water every 15 minutes for an hour if you experience this.

This happens when your body is losing trouble coping with heat. You can be very dangerous because you can get hurt by falling down.

- Always have a person with you when you exercise in the heat.
- Always bring water and a light snack.
- If you have health issues like diabetes or heart problems, wear a medical alert bracelet so other people can get medical help, and then get medical help.

Dehydration occurs when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Exhaustion (Mild Emergency):

This is a serious disorder that develops when the body loses more fluid than you take in and your body doesn’t have enough water to carry its normal functions. If you don’t replace lost fluids, you may become dehydrated.

Mild Symptoms:

- Dry, sticky mouth & thirst
- Sleepiness or tiredness
- Decrease urine output or retention
- Shriveled or dry skin
- Low blood pressure
- In serious cases, loss of consciousness or delirium

Heat Stroke (Medical Emergency):

When heat stroke occurs the body’s heat regulating system breaks down under stress and severe exertion. Unless the person receives quick treatment, death could occur.

Symptoms:

- No sweating (or may be sweating profusely)
- High body temperature (105°F or more)
- Flushed skin
- Confused, delirious behavior
- Loss of consciousness

So Continue to exercise and do outdoor activities but just be aware Heat Stress because you may not realize any of these symptoms until it’s too late. Heat Stress can alter your coordination, lessens concentration, reduce strength and alertness, and make you very irritable. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re normal, so keep an eye out for that. You can’t do your best if you don’t feel you’re best! Remember exercise is very important to keep a strong and healthy body.
Hello to all Tribal Elders and to their families.
I hope that everyone is safe and well during these perilous times of the Pandemic. I have been watching the daily news reports and all the news reports have not been improving. It’s because of this fact that I believe the best thing for all Elders at this time is to stay at home. Due to the contagious nature of Covid 19 it would not be a good time for any group gathering of our Tribal Elders. I believe our Elders are the core of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe and we have many families that need our Elders to advise and nurture them. While, we as a Tribe navigate these dangerous and perilous times. We will learn more ways of safer behaviours and learn to wear our masks, wash our hands more and practice safe distancing. In the past history of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe our existence was threatened but we persevered. In these new conditions and new environment I urge all Shawnee Elders to follow safety information to safeguard our health provided by our Tribal Health Clinics. Stay safe and well.
There will be no meetings until it is considered safe for a group meeting and anyone have questions about this decision. Feel free to call any Officers of the Elders and you can call me.
Sincerely
Twila Parker
(405)229-8052

---

**Congratulations!**

I would like to send a Congratulations to my Great Nephew Zachary Takacs Class of 2020 In Phoenix AZ.

From his Alford Family in Tulsa

---

**AST Emergency Alert and Critical Information Program**

Sign up for alerts about emergencies and other important community news!

By signing up for the AST Emergency Alert Program, we can provide our members and employees with information quickly. You will receive alerts on severe weather, unexpected road closures, missing persons, evacuations, and other critical matters.

Sign up is easy and you can receive the alerts wherever you specify!

1. Go to www.astribe.com
2. On the menu bar, hover on Government
3. Under Offices and Teams click on Emergency Management
4. Click on the AST Emergency Alert Program banner and follow the prompts to enroll today!

*Please note, you may choose the type of notifications/alerts you would like to receive.*
In uncertain times unexpected changes may occur for the safety and wellness of our patients. Here are ways to find out about our closures and updates:

- Check our website asthealth.org
- Following us on Facebook “Absentee Shawnee Tribal Health System” & “Absentee Shawnee Tribe”
- Call registration to ensure your phone number is up to date in our system & request you are enabled for text alerts
- Calling ahead to the facility: Little Axe- 405.447.0300, Shawnee-405.878.5850, & PlusCare-405.447.0477
- Current patients can sign up for the Healow app to check their appointment statuses and receive notifications (use practice code: JEDEBD, if you need assistance call patient registration)  
  ○ SEE HEALOW INFORMATION ADDED

This flyer was developed under a grant number SM080181 from the Substance Abuse and Mental Services Administration (SAMHSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Our partners’ names and the appearance of their logos are shown here for identification purposes only and do not constitute endorsement by SAMHSA or HHS.

Elder Intake Form

Today’s Date ____________________________ Referral Source __________________________

Last Name ____________________________ First Name ____________________________ MI ______

Address:  ______________________________  City: ____________________________ State ________ Zip: ______

Date of Birth ____________________________ Gender: Male ______ Female ______ Veteran ______ Yes ______ No ______

Emergency Contact 1: Name ____________________________ Phone: ____________________________

Primary Language: English ______ Tribal ______ Other ______

Number in Household ________ Helps: ____________________________________________

Health History: Asthma ______ Alzheimer’s ______ Arthritis ______ Cancer ______ Depression ______

Primary Transportation: Own Car ______ Friend ______ Public Trans. ______ Senior Trans. ______ Family

Prosthetic Devices: Walker/Cane ______ Wheelchair ______ Hearing Aid ______ Glasses ______ Dentures ______ Other ______

Are you enrolled with a different Title VI program? Yes ______ No ______

If yes, name of program & where located: ____________________________________________

Services currently being received: ____________________________________________________

This project provides support in:

- Extending an outreach through community partnerships to increase awareness of Substance Abuse and Suicide Prevention in the community.
- Increasing the participation of youth, parents, tribal leaders, and health providers in developing mental health services and treatment options based on the cultural values and practice of the Naive community.
- Easing the impacts of substance use, mental health illnesses, and trauma in Native communities.
- Supporting youth as they transition into adulthood.

If you would like to know more about our program, please contact us!

Margo Wahpekeche
Grant Coordinator
405-701-7965

Linda Gouge
Grant Project Director
405-701-7969

This form was developed under a grant number SM080181 from the Substance Abuse and Mental Services Administration (SAMHSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of SAMHSA or HHS.
Help Wanted

Safety Officer X2
Assistant Emergency Manager
Telephone Operator
Medical Assistant X8 - Housekeeper X3 - Pharmacy Clerk
Housekeeper
Pharmacist
Optometric Technician
Housekeeper
Floater
Human Resource Clerk
Surveillance Operator X2
Licensed Pharmacy Intern
Health/PRC Specialist/RN
A/R Specialist
Desktop Support Analyst
Secretary/Guard
Dental Assistant
RN Case Manager
Dental Hygienist

A complete list of opportunities, detailed information and a downloadable application are available at www.astribe.com/employment. Applications can also be picked up at the Human Resources Department located at the Absentee Shawnee Tribe Complex, 2025 South Gordon Cooper Drive, Shawnee, OK.

SEND COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND RESUMES TO:
Shawnee Tribal Complex, 2025 S. Gordon Cooper Drive, Shawnee, OK 74801
day fax: 405-273-2710 or mail to: Absentee Shawnee Tribe-HR Department
SEND COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND RESUMES TO:

NEW FOSTER CARE LICENSING COMMITTEE

QUALIFICATIONS OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS

(a) A Committee Member may be a member of the Tribe.
(b) No person shall be barred from serving on the committee because s/he is an employee, or operates a Foster Home under a State or Tribal license.
(c) Each Committee Member shall be at least eighteen (18) years of age and legally capable of entering into a binding contract.
(d) No person who has been convicted of a felony or other crime involving embezzlement, fraud or moral turpitude shall serve on the Foster Care Licensing Committee. As of May 30th 2021, background checks will be necessary for new and/or reappointed existing committee member.
(e) Each Committee Member shall take an oath to support and defend the constitution, rules and regulations of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe.
(f) It is strongly recommended each Committee Member complete the application process to become an Emergency Protective Foster Home and therefore be licensed through the Tribe.

Applicants can apply by picking up the application with your letter of intent at the Secretary’s office.

As of 02-25-2020, the EC made a decision to extend the deadline until 01-Nov-2021 for the adult gift cards from 2019.

Please contact the AST Finance department for more details.
(405) 275-4030 Bralynn Barnes or email at bbarnes@astribe.com

ASEDA ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this position is to provide high-level administrative support by conducting research, preparing statistical reports, handling information requests and performing clerical functions such as preparing correspondence, receiving visitors, arranging conference calls and scheduling meetings.

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Manage and maintain ASEDA Staff schedules and meetings.
• Communicates with media on needs for public relations activities inclusive of storylines, photo-opportunities, etc.
• Creates and implements community related activities for presentations, mail-outs and other related informational needs.
• Prepare invoices, reports, memos, letters, financial statements and other documents, using word processing, spreadsheets, database, or presentation software.
• Read and analyze incoming memos, submissions, and reports to determine their significance and plan their distribution.
• Make travel arrangements for ASEDA Staff.
• Traveling, on occasion, with and/or for ASEDA Staff to various meetings.
• Prepare responses to correspondence containing routine inquiries.
• The purpose of the position is to provide high-level administrative support by conducting research, preparing statistical reports, handling information requests and performing clerical functions such as preparing correspondence, receiving visitors, arranging conference calls and scheduling meetings.

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS
Bachelor’s Degree (preferred) and a minimum of two years of professional or technical administrative experience in business or public administration or an equivalent combination of education and experience, substituting one year of qualifying experience for one year of the required education.

Must possess excellent written and verbal communication skills. Must have excellent computer skills.

Must be able to pass a criminal background check.

Native American Preference/EOE/Drug Free Workplace

Foster Care Licensing Committee Application of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma

Name: ________________________________________ Phone: __________________________
Address: ____________________________________ City: __________________________
Signature: ______________________________________ Date: __________________________

Have you served on any other committees?

What is your Highest Education Level? ____________________________________________

Major: ______________________________________

Any other information that you believe that will help in the decision to choose our committee by?

References

Name: ________________________________________ Phone: __________________________
Name: ________________________________________ Phone: __________________________
Name: ________________________________________ Phone: __________________________

Each Committee Member shall take an oath to support and defend the constitution, rules and regulations of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe.

The Education Department is seeking up to three (3) Members to serve on the Education Committee.

Please contact the Education Department with any questions at tresham@astribe.com or (405) 275-4030 Ext. 6242

The paper is no longer able to continue with free advertising
The Education Department is seeking up to three (3) Members to serve on the Education Committee.

As of August 2019 Advertising Rates/Placement have changed for the Absentee Shawnee Newsletter. The paper is no longer able to continue with free advertising. Thank you! Your continued support and understanding is a valuable asset!
Protect Your Family with THE HPV VACCINE

HPV IS A COMMON DISEASE AND CAN HAVE serious consequences

IN THE US...

- Approximately 19 MILLION people have been infected with HPV
- 14 MILLION new HPV infections occur every year
- 80% of sexually active people will contract HPV in their lifetime
- BEING INFECTED WITH HPV CAN LEAD TO...
  - CERVICAL CANCER
  - GENITAL CANCER
  - ANUSAL CANCER
  - VULVAR CANCER

We want your meds! You can drop off your expired or unused prescription medications anytime at these two locations.

Hours of operation same as the clinic normal hours, 8-5 Monday-Friday.

No Shades or Liquids accepted

1951 Little Ave Drive
Norman, OK 73069
2029 S. Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, OK 74801

ATTENTION
EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE OUR NEW

Permanent Medication Disposal Site!!
Located at both AST Health Clinic lobbies!

ATTENTION

Health Care News

www.tribe.com

THE HPV VACCINE

It is important to protect your child from the disease early.

THE HPV VACCINE CAN...

- ONLY PREVENT INFECTIONS, NOT TREAT THEM
- Reduce Risk of HPV-related cancers BY UP TO 90% when fully protected with the recommended doses
- Prevent you from spreading HPV to future sexual partners

The recommended age to receive the HPV vaccine is 11 or 12; however, it is not too late for 13-26 year olds to get vaccinated as well.

The HPV vaccine is safe and effective.

Clinical trials and ongoing research have shown the HPV vaccine's protection remains strong for at least 10 YEARS.

Only 0.0003% of patients reported side effects, and most of those were "minor" symptoms such as headache, nausea and dizziness.

LITTLE AXE HEALTH CENTER
10815 Little Axe Drive
Norman, OK 73066
405-393-3550

Lobby: Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Regular Hours: Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Extended Hours: Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Closed: Sat., Sun.

PHARMACY SERVICES

Your health is our first order.

Prescriptions, medical supplies, helpful advice. The trained pharmacists and supportive staff at each of our AST pharmacy locations are happy to serve you year-round, day or night.

Please allow 24 hours for refills. When you call for refills, have your medication numbers ready and use our automated system. If you’d like to receive a text when medications are ready, share your current cell phone number with a pharmacy staff member. It’s also important to let us know about changes in address, phone numbers, insurance and other contact information.

Please allow 24 hours for refills. When you call for refills, have your medication numbers ready and use our automated system. If you’d like to receive a text when medications are ready, share your current cell phone number with a pharmacy staff member. It’s also important to let us know about changes in address, phone numbers, insurance and other contact information.

Both pharmacies are closed the last Wednesday of every month from Noon-3 p.m.

JAMMER’S CLINIC
2023 South Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, OK 74801
405-385-6899

Lobby: Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dietitian: Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Extended Hours: Mon.-Fri.: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Closed: Sat., Sun.

24-HOUR EMERGENCY PHARMACY ACCESS

If you experience an emergency after hours and receive a prescription that needs to be filled, AST Health has provided access for Tribe Members via one of our 24/7 approved Walgreens locations in Shawnee and Norman. You’re invited to ask your pharmacy, and the pharmacy is identified as your Walgreens. Ask your pharmacy for assistance.

If, then, you may call your prescription, you receive a pharmacy benefit like the pharmacy. The first 24 hours of the day, you have the pharmacy benefit change prescription to the physician in the pharmacy. If it is the pharmacy or a pharmacist at a pharmacy in the area.

Both pharmacies are closed the last Wednesday of every month from Noon-3 p.m.

International Women's Health System

International Women’s Health System

International Women’s Health System

International Women’s Health System

International Women’s Health System

International Women’s Health System

International Women’s Health System

International Women’s Health System
AST General Wellness Fund Application

Please complete the form below. In order to meet the requirements of a live signature, this form must be mailed to: 2025 S. Gordon Cooper Drive, ATTN Enrollment Department. Shawnee, OK 74801 or Delivered to the Enrollment department on campus. Checks will be mailed to the address on the application.

The address on the application must match the address Enrollment has on file. Please allow 4-7 business days to process payment, once the form is submitted and approved. Checks will be mailed on the processing cycle of the finance department, this may add a couple of days to the processing cycle.

A VERIFIABLE COPY OF CDIB CARD MUST BE ATTACHED FOR EACH MEMBER FOR MINORS: A COPY OF LEGAL CUSTODY/GUARDIANSHIP PAPERS (IF APPLICABLE)

*** ALL TRIBAL MEMBERS MUST HAVE A COMPLETED APPLICATION***

ADULT          MINOR

ABSENTEE SHAWNEE TRIBE OF INDIANS OF OKLAHOMA
GENERAL WELFARE RELIEF FUND APPLICATION

The Executive Committee of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe of Indians of Oklahoma has declared that a General Welfare Emergency exists due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. All Adult tribal members who are eighteen (18), on or before June 1, 2020, will be eligible for $3000.00. All enrolled children, 17 and younger, on or before June 1, 2020 will be eligible for $1500.00 through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) funding. All tribal members must meet one or more of the following conditions as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic: (Please check all that apply)

- Need of Medical Supplies and/or Equipment
- Financial or Economic needs
- COVID-19 symptoms resulting in quarantine or social distancing
- Furlough from Employment
- Considered High risk due to medical health and/or age
- Need of Food items
- Termination of Employment, or inability to gain employment
- Daycare, School, or any Educational Institute Closure
- Difficulty in making rental payments, mortgage payments, and utility payments.

(INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED)

I hereby certify that I have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, including but not limited to the list above.

Name: ____________________________________ Enrollment #: __________________
Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________ Date: _________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________________________

ALL DISBURSEMENTS WILL BE HANDLED ACCORDINGLY AND IN A TIMELY MANNER.

***DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE***

Date Received: ___________________ Enrollment Verified: ___________________
Finance Verified: ___________________ Family Name: ___________________
Amount Paid: ___________________ # of Children: ___________________
Date Paid: _____________________ Verified Child Enrollment: ___________________
Check #: _______________________

Crowds lined up for general wellness fund application, at the multipurpose building. photos by AST Media Department

Temperatures checks were performed by the AST Police department at the door, to ensure the safety of everyone.
TAX COMMISSION ~ TAG AGENCY ~
NOW ACCEPTING Credit/Debit

Effective May 1, 2019, the tag office will accept credit and debit cards.

Please note: a convenience fee of 2.75% will be added.

The AST Tag Office has New Hours!

We are open through lunch! All day 8:00am - 5:00pm

---

TAX COMMISSION
Fiscal Year 2020 - YTD Tax Collections (through 5/31/2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAX CATEGORY</th>
<th>JANUARY</th>
<th>FEBRUARY</th>
<th>MARCH</th>
<th>APRIL</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUNE</th>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>AUGUST</th>
<th>SEPTEMBER</th>
<th>OCTOBER</th>
<th>NOVEMBER</th>
<th>DECEMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales (%)</td>
<td>$7,499.91</td>
<td>$8,834.40</td>
<td>$13,276.94</td>
<td>$3,782.80</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$33,584.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross % of free cash</td>
<td>$290,000.00</td>
<td>$280,000.00</td>
<td>$260,000.00</td>
<td>$240,000.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$680,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees (%)</td>
<td>$72,783.03</td>
<td>$81,603.77</td>
<td>$42,931.85</td>
<td>$23,571.85</td>
<td>$4,400.11</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$122,458.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severance (%)</td>
<td>$33,107.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$4,177.14</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$744.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$6,748.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Motor Vehicle</td>
<td>$14,002.24</td>
<td>$15,002.41</td>
<td>$9,706.02</td>
<td>$14,375.06</td>
<td>$15,269.07</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$67,683.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Fuel Taxes (city)</td>
<td>$14,202.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$38,779.48</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$67,683.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco Refund</td>
<td>$34,045.47</td>
<td>$7,200.25</td>
<td>$8,063.11</td>
<td>$6,653.13</td>
<td>$4,373.24</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$67,683.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL TAXES | $347,195.79 | $251,695.12 | $142,692.16 | $335,565.12 | $24,888.96 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $1,201,394.71 |

Miscellaneous | $347,195.79 | $251,695.12 | $142,692.16 | $335,565.12 | $24,888.96 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $0.00 | $1,201,394.71 |

Weimar Shawnee Tribal Taxes

TAX COMMISSION - July 2020
AST Elderly assistant gift cards distribution

AST Elderly assistant gift cards in the amount of $155 was distributed Wednesday, June 17, 2020, in the East parking lot of bldg. #2. Elders did not have to get out of their car, as they were processed by Drive up. Thursday, June 18, 2020 AST Elderly assistant gift cards was distributed at LittleAxe Community Center 9:30am till 2 pm.

You must be 55 and older to participate. The cards are like debit cards and can be used anywhere, debit cards are accepted

Finance is now handing out the cards.

If you can’t make it out in person, you can still call To Request mail out (405) 617-4105.

Looking for Foster Parents

“SHARE YOUR HEART, SHARE YOUR HOME”

AST ICW is looking for those who have a loving heart to become foster parents. If you are interested in becoming a foster parent please contact AST ICW at 405-395-4490 for more information.
Happy 57th Anniversary
Kenneth & Bernice Blanchard!
From the Blanchard Kids

Program Services:
- Building Blocks Child Development Center II- Shawnee, OK- Tribally Operated Child Care Center
- Building Blocks Child Development Center III- Little Axe, OK- Tribally Operated Child Care Center
- AST Child Care Subsidy Program- Child Care Assistance
- AST After School Program- Horseshoe Bend Community- After School Care
- AST After School Program- AST Complex, Shawnee- After School Care
- For information about these services please visit the AST website at www.astribe.com/Childcare
- Contact information:
  - BBCDCII-Shawnee (405)878-0633
  - Email: ecrawford@astribe.com
  - BBCDCIII- Little Axe (405)360-2710
  - Email: rebecca@astribe.com
  - AST Child Care Subsidy (405)432-8411
  - Email: briana.ponkilla@astribe.com
  - AST ASP- HSB (405)432-8411
  - Email: lanora.buswell@astribe.com
  - AST ASP-Shawnee (405)432-8411
  - Email: lanora.buswell@astribe.com

Absentee Shawnee Tribe Child Care Development Fund Programs
La-pe-we-hi-wa ho-ge-wa-pe-la-yi mi-ti-ge
“Lifelong Learning Begins Here.”

Honoring Our Past With Promise for Our Future
LIFE is Beautiful Living Meth Free

National Suicide Prevention
1-800-273-8255 (TALK)

www.astribe.com/newsletters
On your Cell Phone, Computer or In Home Delivered Paper!
Stay up to date on the latest issues or research the past
Archival Keep informed of Tribal News, Events, Health Updates, Celebrations, Honors, Services and so much more...

As an Absentee Shawnee News
For advertising info or to reserve ad space call 405-888-8279 or email AdInfo@astribe.com
July 3, AST Complex will be closed to observe Independence Day
We are still doing Mondays only, if this changes at any time our staff will contact you.
Keep cool, keep moving, wear your mask, wash your hands.
We are playing Bingo so if you get meals you should have papers in your snack sack.
Mark the space for the activity you have done and return it the following Monday.

Please feel free to contact us at 405-275-4030 Ext 6227 or email us at dowings@astribee.com.

Absentee Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma
Title VI Department
2101 Gordan Cooper Dr
Shawnee, OK 74801
405-275-4030

The Following are the requirements:

1. Must be an Absentee Shawnee Member
2. Must be 55 years and older
3. Must be a Title VI Member
4. Hardship/Disabled
5. Must provide proof of residency (utility bill in the applicant’s name)
6. CDIB #
7. CDIB is required

The Absentee Shawnee Tribe Maintenance Department will only mow and weed each applicant’s lawn. Maintenance will mow every 2 weeks weather permitting. Also, the maintenance workers will not trim trees or shrubs.

If you have any questions, please contact Dos Owings at (405) 275-4030 ext. 6227 or email us at dowings@astribee.com.

If you are able, please let us know.

If you are unable, please let us know as soon as possible.

If you do not respond and do not provide proof of residency, your application may be closed.

Guidelines:
Title VI Department will maintain your yard. If you are able to get some help in getting your yard cleaned, will be very much helpful in maintaining your yard.

If you have any questions, please contact Dos Owings at (405) 275-4030 ext. 6227 or email us at dowings@astribee.com.

The Following are the requirements for this program:

1. Must be an Absentee Shawnee Member
2. Must be 55 years and older
3. Must be a Title VI Member
4. Hardship/Disabled
5. Must provide proof of residency (utility bill in the applicant’s name)
6. CDIB #

The Absentee Shawnee Tribe Maintenance Department will only mow and weed each applicant’s lawn. Maintenance will mow every 2 weeks weather permitting. Also, the maintenance workers will not trim trees or shrubs.

If you have any questions, please contact Dos Owings at (405) 275-4030 ext. 6227 or email us at dowings@astribee.com.

If you are unable, please let us know as soon as possible.

If you do not respond and do not provide proof of residency, your application may be closed.

Guidelines:
Title VI Department will maintain your yard. If you are able to get some help in getting your yard cleaned, will be very much helpful in maintaining your yard.

July 2020
**PURCHASED REFERRED CARE NEWS**

The AST Purchased Referred Care Team is here to assist you.

**Purchased Referred Care for AST Citizens with Insurance**

For AST citizens with insurance, evidence must exist that a service was medically necessary. Medical priorities have been established for determining which referrals can be authorized for payment. For AST citizens with insurance, evidence must exist that a service was medically necessary. Medical priorities have been established for determining which referrals can be authorized for payment.

**Purchased Referred Care for AST Citizens Without Insurance**

For AST citizens with no insurance, evidence must exist that your referral was medically necessary. Medical priorities have been established for determining which referrals can be authorized for payment.

**Emergency and Urgent Care Services**

In the event that you receive a bill from a provider, please provide a copy to PRC. Please call 405-598-1279 or FAX: 405-598-0221. Email: stiger@astribe.com. Mail to AST Media Department. 219 E. Walnut, Tecumseh OK 74873. Call 405-598-1279 or FAX: 405-598-0221. Email: stiger@astribe.com.
Absentee Shawnee tribal member Jimmy Squire was three years old when he lost his leg in a terrible lawn mowing accident. Thirty-six years later, he is set to compete in the first-ever national golf tournament for the Southwest Amputee Golf Association.

Squire competed in the SWAGA regional in Brownwood, Texas June 24 and 25, where he finished first place in the President’s Flight for his second year in a row. He shot a 187 both times. It was unexpected when he won the tournament in 2016.

“I was eating barbecue and brisket and they went 3, 2, 1 and when they said ‘First place Jimmy Squire 187’ I dropped that brisket and I ran,” he said.

The first day of this year’s tournament wasn’t Squire’s best day on the fairway, but the turnaround on the second day earned him the win. It was only fitting that in the process he would pin a shot for the first time in his life, narrowly missing a hole-in-one that would have netted him a new set of clubs.

“The second day I really played my game,” he said. “I was hitting shots close to the pin, I was making my putts, I was on a par three about 190 yards and I hit the flag stick with the three wood and left it about four inches away from making a hole-in-one.... In my 25 years I’ve never hit the ball and hit the pin, never. It just happened to happen on the last day of the tournament.”

This year he was joined by his longtime friend Greg Dorsey for his first-ever tournament. Dorsey shot a 196 in the guest bracket to land him in fifth place.

“I enjoyed it a lot watching how they played the game of golf with a limb missing... no legs or whatever,” Dorsey said.

Tribal News
Happy 6th Birthday
Annabelle Marie!
We love you!!
-Mommy & Daddy

Happy 6th birthday
to my
Monkey boy MJ!
We love u!
Love
Mimi, Shelby, and Unc

Happy 17th birthday Shelby!

Happy 14th Birthday
Kensi
love Brae and Dad

Granny -
Hope your Birthday was a Special One!
Just like you!! Thank you for all you do for us!
Love your Grandkids Joplin, Jiliyan & Justin

MOM -
Happy Belated 77th Birthday!! Wishing you many more Beautiful ones ahead!!
Love your daughters, Sherri D. & Barbara J.

Send us your BIRTHDAY Announcements

email: stiger@astribe.com

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ALL
NIKKI, KEVIN, LEILA AND SPECIAL GRAND-DAUGHTER Kanynn Leiann who is turning 14
We love you ALL, MOM & PAP KASEGA
We strive to be the best and be better than the best every day.

Our goals through the CCDF grant, Building Blocks enterprise and the AYer School Programs is to provide

The AYer School Program unfortunately had to be closed early. We hope to have the program back open

to be eligible for AST Child Care prior to RHP approval. Please contact me or LaNora Buswell, CCDF Specialist, if you have any questions.

are not living in their homes. FHPs will need to have certain guidelines/policies in place, such as health and

We also offer a Relative Home Provider care type where a relative who lives in a separate residence can

We also offer a Relative Home Provider care type where a relative who lives in a separate residence can

The parents or guardians must meet certain income guidelines but we would encourage anyone to apply. We can also offer services for families who are unemployed with a three (3) month job search eligibility period. The families can choose any OGEHS Licensed/CCDF Roster that is convenient for them.
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**Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault stats in the LGBTQ2S Communities**

In 2012, more than 5% of LGBT people reported experiencing sexual violence, with 7% reporting physical violence. Approximately 1 in 5 LGBT people who are victims of intimate partner violence have been in a relationship with their attacker, as opposed to 1 in 3 heterosexual people.

LGBTQ2S Americans suffer from or are likely to experience physical violence, sexual violence, and emotional abuse at higher rates than non-LGBTQ2S Americans. In the past year alone, 43% of lesbian women and 47% of bisexual women have experienced some form of sexual violence, compared to 34% of heterosexual women.

**SKIN CANCER IS THE MOST COMMON CANCER IN THE U.S.**

ONE in FIVE Americans will develop skin cancer in their lifetime, and one person dies from melanoma, the deadliest form of skin cancer, every hour.

**There are two types of sunscreens:**

**Physical Sunscreen**
This sunscreen Works Like a Sponge, absorbing the sun's rays.

- Look for the active ingredients ZINC OXIDE and/or TITANIUM DIOXIDE.

**Chemical Sunscreen**
This sunscreen Works as a Sponge, reflecting the sun's rays.

- Look for one or more of the following active ingredients: OXYBENZONE, AVOBENZONE, OCTISALATE, OCTOCRYLLENE, HOMOSALATE, and OCTINOXATE.

If you have concerns about certain sunscreen ingredients, use the information above to choose an alternative that works for you. As long as it’s Broad-Spectrum, Water-Resistant and has an SPF 30 OR HIGHER, it can effectively protect you from the sun. Make sure you reapply it every TWO HOURS when outdoors, or after swimming or sweating.

**If you have questions about how to protect your skin or choose a sunscreen, talk to a board-certified dermatologist or learn more at SpotSkinCancer.org.**
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